H ybrid maize breeding entails identifying two parents that, when crossed together, produce a hybrid of superior performance through both additive effects and heterosis. Testing many combinations of candidate parents greatly complicates the breeding pipeline. According to Tracy and Chandler (2006) , in the early days of hybrid maize breeding it was not entirely clear which sets of inbred parents produced the best hybrids, although there was a sense that genetic distance between lines maximized heterosis. To organize maize breeding programs and make them more efficient, it was suggested at the 1949 North Central Regional Corn Improvement Conference that existing inbred lines be sorted into two groups so as to avoid relationships between inbred lines used as parents of hybrids (Tracy and Chandler, 2006) . Over time, it was recognized that Iowa Stiff Stalk Synthetic (BSSS) germplasm performed well as females and lines that combined well with BSSS germplasm, termed non-Stiff Stalk, were eventually sorted into a male group (Tracy and Chandler, 2006) . Selection
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ABSTRACT
The establishment of a solid heterotic pattern has been beneficial to maize (Zea mays L.) breeding in North America. It has been shown that genetic divergence between heterotic groups has increased over time, but the relative importance of drift versus selection for hybrid performance on the increased divergence is not known. reciprocal recurrent selection is a systematic method of selection on hybrid performance, where two populations are selected and improved on the basis of the population-cross performance. The University of Nebraska performed a replicated recurrent selection program (UNL-rprS) for eight cycles of selection. Three replicate programs were conducted in parallel for both reciprocal full-sib selection (rFS) and S1-progeny selection. The objective of this study was to evaluate the effect of selection for hybrid performance on population divergence using the UNL-rprS as a model system. Genome-wide divergence among the base populations increased over eight cycles of selection. Divergence was not, however, greater among base populations subjected to rFS compared with S1-progeny selection. Moreover, Wright's fixation index (F st ) values among replicate populations within a base population and selection method were as large as F st values between complementary populations selected for population cross performance using rFS. A small increase in divergence through rFS relative to S1-progeny selection was observed when markers were filtered for high levels of adjacent linkage disequilibrium (LD), but the effect was consistent across replicates. We did not consistently detect effects of selection for hybrid performance on genome-wide divergence between populations, suggesting selection was not a strong force in diverging populations in the UNL-rprS.
and breeding proceeded for many decades by advancing parent lines based on their performance when crossed to parent lines from the opposite heterotic group. Very little population structure existed between the designated female and male groups during the early years of hybrid maize breeding. Genetic divergence between groups has occurred over time, and has largely been driven by breeders. This effect has been documented in earlier studies using microsatellite markers (Duvick et al., 2004) and restriction fragment length polymorphisms (Hagdorn et al., 2003) . More recently, van Heerwaarden et al. (2012) genotyped 400 maize accessions, ranging from landraces to elite inbred lines using the Illumina MaizeSNP50 beadchip. This study nicely showed that population structure has greatly increased over time due to the decreasing number of effective ancestors contributing to the genetic diversity of later generations of maize inbred lines used by the North American seed industry.
Recurrent selection programs targeting interpopulation improvement have shown similar signs of increased divergence between complementary populations. Recurrent selection is a cyclical procedure designed to gradually improve the mean performance of a population over time by increasing the frequency of favorable alleles while maintaining genetic variation to allow continual genetic gain (Hallauer and Miranda Fo, 1988 ). At the most general level, two types of recurrent selection can be used: intrapopulation and interpopulation improvement. Intrapopulation improvement methods are designed to improve the performance of the population per se, while interpopulation improvement methods are designed to increase the performance of the population cross (Fehr, 1991) . Considerable debate about the model of dominance in maize prompted the creation of reciprocal recurrent selection (RRS), an interpopulation improvement procedure proposed by Comstock et al. (1949) to improve the population cross despite the mode of gene action.
The BSSS and Iowa Corn Borer Synthetic (BSCB1) RRS program was initiated in 1949 (Penny and Eberhart, 1971) and has completed 17 cycles of selection (Brekke et al., 2011) . Molecular characterization of these populations using microsatellites and RFLPs has revealed that genetic distance between the populations has increased over cycles, with accompanying decreases in genetic variance within populations (Labate et al., 1997; Hinze et al., 2005; Gerke et al., 2014) . Similar observations have been made by molecular characterization of RRS in Spanish populations (Romay et al., 2012) , tropical populations (Solomon et al., 2010) , and other temperate populations (Butruille et al., 2004) .
The above results clearly indicate heterotic groups diverge over time. What is not so clear, however, is the predominant force underlying this divergence. Assuming an overdominance or pseudooverdominance model of heterosis, we would expect selection for hybrid performance between two populations to drive frequencies of complementary alleles in each population in opposite directions, thereby maximizing the probability of obtaining heterozygotes in the hybrids. Genetic divergence between isolated groups is also expected through pure random genetic drift (Falconer and Mackay, 1996) . None of the aforementioned studies were able to determine the relative importance of selection versus genetic drift in the divergence of heterotic groups accompanying decades of breeding for hybrid performance in maize.
The University of Nebraska Replicated Recurrent Selection Program (UNL-RpRS) was initiated in 1968 to compare two methods of recurrent selection: S1-progeny selection (intrapopulation improvement) and RFS (interpopulation improvement). A highly unique characteristic of this recurrent selection program was the use of replicated selection. Each recurrent selection method was independently replicated three times within each base population, allowing the originator, Professor William Compton, to separate the effects of selection and genetic drift for a more precise comparison. Eight cycles of selection for grain yield and lodging were conducted for each method and replicate. A full review of the UNL-RpRS is provided in the Materials and Methods section.
Populations derived from the UNL-RpRS can be used to study several aspects related to selection in maize breeding, one of which is the role of selection in diverging heterotic groups. Illuminating the role of selection and drift in the establishment of strong heterotic patterns would be informative for the enhancement of current heterotic patterns, as well as the creation of new heterotic patterns in nascent hybrid breeding programs. The objective of this study was to evaluate the effect of selection for hybrid performance on population divergence within the UNL-RpRS.
MATERIAlS ANd METHOdS development of the uNl Replicated Recurrent Selection Populations
Three populations composed the germplasm used in the UNLRpRS: Nebraska Krug (NK), Nebraska Stiff Stalk Synthetic (NSS), and Nebraska B Synthetic (NBS). Nebraska Krug is an open-pollinated variety commonly grown in eastern Nebraska before the development of hybrid maize (Thomas, 1979) . Nebraska Stiff Stalk Synthetic was derived from BSSS in 1948 after two cycles of selection for general combining ability, and subsequently grown and adapted to Nebraska (Odhiambo, 1987) . Nebraska B Synthetic was created by Lonnquist in 1946 by intercrossing 32 inbred lines of diverse origin (Supplementary Table 1 ).
The UNL-RpRS commenced in 1968 by sampling the first replicate populations from NK, NSS, and NBS. The S1-progeny selection and RFS programs were started from independent samples of individuals (Fig. 1) . Reciprocal recurrent selection proceeded by making 100 full-sib families from NBS ´ NK and NBS ´ NSS. S1 families were simultaneously made by using two-eared plants. The second ear shoot was self-pollinated, followed by the top most ear shoot being cross-pollinated by a from each population were selected on the basis of the same multiplicative index used in the RFS program. Selected families were recombined and bulked using the same methods as the RFS program. Replicates 2 and 3 of the S1-progeny selection program were initiated in 1969 and 1970, just as in the RFS program. Therefore, fifteen parallel selection programs were being managed: three replicates of RFS in each of NBS ´ NKS and NBS ´ NSS, and three-replicate S1-progeny selection programs in each of the NKS, NSS, and NBS populations. Replicates were staggered across years for logistical reasons.
The selection programs involving NKS were dropped after Cycle 5 (Dana Galusha, personal communication, 2013) . After Cycle 5, hand planting of hill plots and hand harvesting were replaced by machine planting and harvesting. Eight cycles of selection were completed for each replicate and recurrent selection method.
Genotyping
Nineteen or twenty individuals were sampled from each of the 14 populations for genetic analysis (Table 1) . Genotyping was performed using an Illumina GoldenGate Assay on 768 singlenucleotide polymorphisms (SNP; Jones et al., 2009 ). Forty-one markers failed outright. Markers were retained for further analysis if minor allele frequency was >10% and missing data frequency was <10%. The final dataset contained 274 individuals and 513 markers. Missing marker scores were imputed using the Beagle (Browning and Browning, 2009 ) software implemented in the R package Synbreed (Wimmer et al., 2012) .
Statistical Analysis
Rate of LD decay was assessed by plotting r 2 between markers against physical distance. PowerMarker v. 3.25 (Liu and Muse, 2005 ) was used to compute population summary statistics. Observed heterozygosity (Ho), expected heterozygosity (D), and number of polymorphic markers were chosen to summarize within-population genetic diversity. Observed heterozygosity and D were estimated as described by Weir (1996) and averaged over all loci within a subpopulation. Average estimates were obtained by averaging over all loci within a subpopulation. Bootstrap estimates of standard errors for Ho and D were obtained by resampling markers 10,000 times. Gene diversity is defined as the probability that two randomly chosen alleles from the population are different, and should be close in value to Ho in outbred populations (Weir, 1996) . The unbiased option was selected for computation of gene diversity which weights the estimate by the within-population inbreeding coefficient. Effective population size (N e ) was computed by rearranging Eq. [3.13.3] from Crow and Kimura (1970):
where P = H t /H 0 is the panmictic index, t is time in generations, H t is the observed heterozygosity in Cycle 8, and H 0 is the observed heterozygosity in Cycle 0 (Table 2) . Modified Roger's Distance (MRD) is a scaled Euclidean distance computed as: plant from the reciprocal population. Additional details of the crossing procedure are provided in Odhiambo (1987) . Full-sib families created in 1968 were tested in 1969 in unreplicated trials at three irrigated Nebraska locations (West et al., 1980) . Selections were based on average performance for the multiplicative index (Elston, 1963) :
where Y represents yield adjusted to 15.5% moisture, L represents proportion of lodged plants, and D represents proportion of dropped ears. Ten full-sib families were selected, and the corresponding S1-progeny seed from each parent of selected full-sib families within each population were recombined. Chain crossing was used to ensure each S1 family was crossed to at least four other S1 families.
In the RFS program, selection was based on full-sib families, and recombination was based on S1 families. S1 family (S1) selection is an intrapopulation improvement procedure where selection and recombination were based on S1 families. At harvest, equal amounts of seed were taken from each cross to form a balanced bulk comprising Replicate 1 of Cycle 1. Replicates 2 and 3 were initiated in 1969 and 1970, respectively, following the same procedures.
The first replicate of S1-progeny selection was also initiated in 1968 by independently sampling individuals from the base populations NKS, NSS, and NBS. Briefly, 100 S 1 families were created, selecting plants with at least two ear shoots. Before silking, the top two ear shoots were covered with glassine bags. At anthesis, the second shoot was self-pollinated and the top-most shoot was debagged and allowed to open pollinate. At harvest, only those plants where seed was set on both ears were selected to form the 100 S1 families. This procedure was performed to impose the same selection for prolificacy as that in the RFS program (Odhiambo, 1987) . S 1 families were evaluated under irrigated and nonirrigated conditions in Lincoln, NE, using a RCBD with two replications. Ten S 1 families nSS S1 8 3 † nBS = nebraska B Synthetic; nSS = nebraska Stiff Stalk Synthetic. ‡ RFS = reciprocal full-sib selection; S1 = S1-progeny selection.
where p ij and q ij and are the allele frequencies of the jth allele at the ith locus between two populations. The standard error for each element of the MRD matrix can be obtained with a jackknife estimator by dropping a locus and computing the MRD (Efron and Tibshirani, 1986; Hagdorn et al., 2003) . For each element of the distance matrix, the lth locus was omitted and the MRD was computed. This was repeated m times for each element of the MRD matrix. The variance was found as:
where m represents the number of loci, MRD -j represents the MRD with the jth locus omitted, and MRD m represents the mean of m estimates of MRD -j (Efron and Tibshirani, 1986; Hagdorn et al., 2003) . Analysis of Molecular Variance was performed using Arlequin v. 3.0 (Excoffier et al., 2005) to quantify variation among and within sets of populations. Two scenarios were considered. First, random genetic drift can be quantified by grouping the three replicate populations within a base population and breeding method. Second, variance among and within each cycle can be quantified by comparing each C0 and C8 combination. Significance of among population variation and F st was established by permuting individual genotypes among populations 1000 times (Excoffier et al., 2005) .
Principal component analysis (PCA) was conducted by first recoding the marker matrix to 0, 0.5, and 1 corresponding to the number of major alleles present in the original genotype matrix. The correlation among individuals was computed based on the recoded marker matrix, followed by eigen analysis on the correlation matrix.
RESulTS

Review of Genetic Gain Results Reported for uNl-RpRS
Results on the response to selection and its variation within the UNL-RpRS are reviewed here to provide some Inbreeding depression is the reduction in population performance due to an increased inbreeding coefficient of individuals (Falconer and Mackay, 1996) , and can be measured as the decrease in the population mean after one generation of self-fertilization compared with the respective random mated populations (Thomas, 1979) . After two cycles of S1-progeny selection, inbreeding depression was measured to be 19 and 33% for the NBS and NSS populations, respectively (Thomas, 1979) . After two cycles of RFS selection, inbreeding depression was 28 and 42% for the NBS and NSS populations, respectively, suggesting a large advantage of S1-progeny selection for reducing inbreeding depression possibly through purging deleterious alleles. Galusha (1999) , on the other hand, found the levels of inbreeding depression to be more similar between the selection methods, being only four and five percentage points different for NBS and NSS, respectively.
On average, RFS and S1-progeny selection performed similarly with respect to improvement of the population cross (West et al., 1980; Odhiambo, 1987; Galusha, 1999) . S1-progeny selection has been recommended because it considerably improved averaged inbred-progeny performance (Galusha, 1999) . Considerable variation among the replicates, however, has been reported, and it thwarts comparisons among methods (Fig. 2) . This variation is caused by both random genetic drift (Tragesser et al., 1989 ) and selection background and context to the population genetic analysis performed for the study reported herein. Because the NKS programs were discontinued, discussion of results will be restricted to NBS and NSS. Significant genetic gain was achieved through selection for performance of the population cross and S1-progeny performance per se ( Fig. 2 ; Tragesser et al., 1989) . Genetic gain for the performance of the randomly mated population was achieved in NBS, but not NSS (Odhiambo and Compton, 1989; Galusha, 1999) . Panmictic mid-parent heterosis (PMPH) is the difference between an F1 hybrid and the mean of the two panmictic populations from which it was formed (Lamkey and Edwards, 1999) . After five cycles of selection, PMPH was 20 and 16% for S1 and RFS selection, respectively (Odhiambo, 1987) ; but after eight cycles of selection, PMPH (for yield) was 26 and 42% for S1 and RFS selection, respectively, indicating RFS was superior for increasing heterosis. This result is mostly explained by the observation that C8 yields of the NBS and NSS populations per se were higher for the S1-progeny selection program than for the RFS selection program (Galusha, 1999) . Based on the fact that population per se performance was improved by S1-progeny selection, it appears S1-progeny selection was more successful at exploiting additive genetic variation, while RFS must have tapped into dominant, overdominant, or pseudooverdominant gene action to improve the population cross. Thomas (1979) , Odhiambo (1987) , and Galusha (1999) . The number of parentheses next the study name indicates the highest cycle of selection evaluated by that study. The RFS panel displays population index values a population cross basis. The nSS-S1 and nBS-S1 panel display index values on a S1-progeny basis for the nSS and nBS populations, respectively. The numerical values displayed above sets of columns represent the index value averaged over the three replicate populations. An asterisk indicates that the displayed average value is significantly different than the cycle 0 value (P £ 0.05). A tilde above the RFS columns indicates the S1 and RFS populations were significantly different (P £ 0.05) for those replicates. environment effects. Galusha (1999) emphasized the importance of founder effects that drove the trajectory of population improvement for each replicate selection program. It can be seen in Fig. 2 that the population cross performance of replicate three was reported to be considerably greater in both Cycle 5 and Cycle 8 compared with the other replicates within both the RFS and S1-progeny selection programs.
linkage disequilibrium decay
Number of polymorphic markers per subpopulation ranged from 217 to 459 (Table 2 ). Distribution of r 2 values between adjacent markers is displayed in Supplementary  Fig. 1 and 2 . On average, LD between adjacent markers was found to be low, with a median value of 0.14. Markers were not well distributed over chromosomes and generally were concentrated near ends of chromosome arms ( Supplementary Fig. 3 ), possibly limiting power to detect selection signatures, especially near pericentromeric regions. On the other hand, the number of markers deployed for this study was considerably more than used in other similar studies (Hinze et al., 2005; Butruille et al., 2004; Romay et al., 2012) , and 44% of adjacent markers did have LD values > 0.20 ( Supplementary Fig. 1 ).
Genetic variation within and between Populations
Eight cycles of selection and recombination of 10 selected S1 families reduced Ho and D by 30 and 35% for NSS and NBS, respectively (Table 2 ). Small amounts of variation for Ho and D were observed between replicate populations. Retrospective estimates of N e , ranging from 7 to 13, are in line with the actual number selected. As discussed above, S1-progeny selection was clearly successful for improving average S1 performance. If S1-progeny selection were successfully purging deleterious alleles through selection on partially inbred families, we would expect the genetic variation to have been reduced more in these populations compared with the populations resulting from RFS. However, no consistent difference in Ho and D between populations that had undergone RFS and S1-progeny selection was observed (Table 2) .
Variation among replicated populations can be used to estimate the degree of genetic drift in a selection program. Single locus theory predicts that the cumulative effects of random genetic drift will produce an inbreeding coefficient of 34%, assuming N e = 10, t = 8, and random mating (Falconer and Mackay, 1996) . An analysis of molecular variance was performed by grouping replicates by base population and breeding method. The amongreplicate source of variation is an empirical measure of the level of inbreeding that has accumulated after eight cycles of selection. Partitioning of the RFS replicates indicated that 31.85% (NBS) and 35.47% (NSS) of the variation was distributed among populations. Likewise, partitioning variation in the S1 replicates indicated that 40.86% (NBS) and 34.31% (NSS) of the variation was distributed among replicates. With the exception of NBS replicates that had undergone S1 selection, the observed F st values among replicates were close to theoretical expectations.
As expected, the genetic distance between NBS and NSS for all pairs of C8 populations was greater than the C0 populations (Table 3, Fig. 3 ). Distances between NBS and NSS for the RFS selection and S1-progeny selection were similar (Table 3, Fig. 3 ). One exception was the distance between Replicate 3 of the RFS program (i.e., NBS_ RFS8_3 and NSS_RFS8_3), which was slightly higher (~5%) than the next largest distance between RFS population pairs. It is noteworthy that the cross between the third RFS replicate populations also was the highest yielding by a substantial margin (Fig. 2) . The MRD values, however, were within the distribution of distances between all pairwise combinations of S1-progeny populations (MRD). A visual evaluation of population structure using a PCA also fails to reveal increased divergence as a result of RFS compared with S1-progeny selection (Fig. 4) .
Rapid LD decay within the UNL-RpRS populations suggests that a large fraction of the assayed SNP could be selectively neutral. To investigate the effect putative selectively neutral SNP are having on the estimated genetic distances between populations, SNP were filtered according to the level of LD between adjacent loci. The retained SNP had an r 2 > 0.20 with at least one adjacent locus, increasing Table 2 ). Upon removal of putative neutral markers, it was observed that both MRD and F st increased between the complementary RFS populations, while the distances remained the same between the corresponding S1 populations. This was especially the case for NBS_RFS_ C8_3 and NSS_RFS_C8_3, which, as discussed above, displayed the most genetic gain under reciprocal full-sib recurrent selection for the population cross. The F st value between NBS_RFS_C8_3 and NSS_RFS_C8_3 was 12% higher than it was between the corresponding S1 populations, NBS_S1_C8_3 and NSS_S1_C8_3. The MRD between these populations was 0.08 higher than between the corresponding S1 populations, well beyond the bootstrap-estimated standard errors. Nevertheless, the MRD of 0.52 between these populations is still less than the MRD between a pair of S1 populations, NBS_S1_C8_2 and NSS_S1_C8_1 (MRD = 0.53; Table 4 ).
dISCuSSION
Heterosis is most commonly expressed as the dominance effect multiplied by the allele frequency difference (Falconer and Mackay, 1996) . Allele frequency differences between two operational taxonomic units (e.g., inbred lines, synthetic populations) quantified by the MRD (Melchinger, 1999) , and PMPH (Lamkey and Edwards, 1999 ) is equal to the square of the MRD multiplied by the dominance effect. Under simple single-locus theory and assuming dominance effects are in the overdominance range (caused by true overdominance or pseudooverdominance), we would expect selection on hybrid performance to select for complementary alleles in populations, and thus diverge populations more than we would expect by genetic drift alone. The populations developed by the UNL-RpRS provide a powerful system to test the effectiveness of RFS in diversifying populations. The three pairs of replicate populations that had undergone S1-progeny selection may serve as a null hypothesis in terms of the amount of genetic divergence we can expect by drift alone with respect to the population cross. If the pairs of complementary RFS populations had diverged from one another more than the pairs of S1-progeny populations, we could infer that selection for hybrid performance played a key role in population divergence. We did not find consistent and strong effects of selection for hybrid performance on genomewide divergence between populations. These results suggest selection was not a major force in diverging populations within the UNL-RpRS, highlighting the potential role of drift in establishing and diverging heterotic groups. It was found that the pair of complementary populations diverged the most (RFS Replicate 3) reportedly had substantially higher yield by the eighth cycle of selection compared with the other two RFS replicates, but it is not possible to clearly differentiate effects of selection from drift in the case of one population. Performance comparisons among previous studies (Thomas, 1979; Odhiambo, 1987; Galusha, 1999) found that S1-progeny selection was more successful in exploiting additive genetic variance as indicated by its greater improvement of population per se performance, as well as performance after one generation of self-fertilization. Because RFS improved the population cross slightly more than S1-progeny selection, it was suggested that RFS must be exploiting a different set of loci or genetic system, presumably composed more of gene effects in the dominance to overdominance range. The population genetic parameters calculated for this study (F st and MRD) do not indicate a predominant effect in the form of overdominance, pseudooverdominance, or epistasis leading to population divergence through selection. Similar results were found on examination of selection signatures left by 16 cycles of reciprocal recurrent selection on the BSSS and BSCB1 populations (Gerke et al., 2014) . Gerke and co-workers used computer simulations to show that most of the genetic divergence of these populations through time could be caused by genetic drift, with very little divergence left to explain by selection on the population cross despite dramatic increases in hybrid yield.
It is tempting to tout the positive effects of genetic drift on establishing heterotic groups and maximizing heterosis, but the role of genetic drift in the establishment of heterotic patterns is not that it maximizes heterosis, but rather that it increases the inbreeding coefficient of within-heterotic group crosses, ensuring that breeders are continually forced to make superior hybrids by crossing between groups. As reviewed by Tracy and Chandler (2006) , the original primary purpose of the heterotic pattern was to help breeders narrow the field of potential crosses and make their programs more efficient. Connecting the results reported herein for the UNL-RpRS to the relative role of drift and selection on the divergence of heterotic groups within the U.S. seed industry (van Heerwaarden et al., 2012) would be highly speculative given differences in yield gains and selection intensities between the two systems. Nevertheless, the influence of genetic drift was clearly displayed in the UNL-RpRS, and it would be hard to argue that drift didn't also play an important role shaping population structure of North American maize. Founder effects can have a profound influence in the trajectory of population improvement. Several studies using replicated selection have shown that replicates will arrive at the same selection limit, but the rate at which the limit is approached could differ (e.g., Gall, 1971; Falconer, 1973) . The UNL-RpRS clearly shows that some replicates had responded to selection more than others, presumably through the influence of sampling effects which established initial levels of genetic variation, although genotype-by-environment effects across the eight cycles of selection cannot be ruled out. Undoubtedly, founder effects and genetic drift greatly influenced the trajectory of genetic gain in North American maize, just as happenstance and genetic drift shaped the evolution of biological diversity in general (Gould, 1989) .
Although a genome-wide signature of selection was not consistently observed across replicates, it is entirely possible that specific loci or genomic regions have diverged through RFS. For example, the potential importance of the Hill-Robertson effect on heterosis caused by repulsion phase linkages in regions of low recombination ) could cause alleles in the pericentromeric regions to diverge through selection on pseudooverdominance gene action. Marker densities, particularly in pericentromeric regions, used in this study were not high enough to reveal patterns of divergence across specific genomic regions. Future studies aimed at detection of selection at this level will use higher marker densities. Another potential problem with the SNP array used in this study is ascertainment bias. Curiously, gene diversity measures, number of polymorphic loci (Table  2) , and visual inspection of the PCA plot (Fig. 4) suggest that NBS is less diverse than NSS. This goes against our expectations based on the composition of the founders (Supplementary Table 1 ). One explanation is that the SNP assayed for this study did not capture genetic variation contained within NBS well possibly because the founders of NBS are older and obscure inbred lines. On the other hand, Jones et al. (2009) show ascertainment bias of this genotyping assay to be minimal. Sixty diverse public inbred lines were used to select the 768 SNP.
CONCluSIONS
Results of this study show the importance of genetic drift in differentiating populations undergoing reciprocal recurrent selection. Despite substantial genetic gain for heterosis from reciprocal recurrent selection, we did not find consistent and strong effects of selection for hybrid performance on population divergence on a genome-wide basis. Founder effects and genetic drift likely underlie the variation in response to selection between replicates.
